Box Budd
Low Voltage Mud Rings

®

MR-1 & MR-CVR

The MR-1 is a combination speaker locator and mud ring, with
unique features that make it very useful & cost effective.
See the below diagram. Notice the score line between the two
sets of mounting holes.
When used as a speaker locator, fastened to a truss, ceiling
joist or wall stud (member), it should be positioned such that
the score is aligned with the edge of the member so it may
easily “snapped” off at such time a speaker is to be mounted.
After the sheetrock, but before a speaker is mounted, the
small opening is covered by the MR-CVR. The MR-CVR has
the aesthetically acceptable look of an electrical box cover
waiting for a light or ceiling fixture.

Product Release

Once the mud-rings are snapped off for speaker installations,
the remaining piece should be salvaged and used for volume
control or keypad locations.
Now your customers can save big money on rough-in kits and
get all their volume control mud rings FOR FREE !!!

Combination Speaker
Locator & Single Gang
Mounting Ring

MR-1

MR-CVR

Available Now!
12 each per sub carton
96 per master carton
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Rev. B

Box Budd
Low Voltage Mud Rings
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Mudrings

Security Keypad Setup
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Mud Rings for Multiple Devices:
MR-1: Single Gang Mud Ring
The MR-1 is a combination speaker
locator & mud ring. It utilizes a unique group of
features making it versatile & cost effective.
MR-22: Dual Gang Mud Ring
2 Gang with 2" conduit openings

Model above also available as
MR-21 with 1" conduit openings.
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Other Available Mud Rings:

A

1

MR-421
4 Gang
1" & 2"
conduit
openings

MR-31
3 Gang
1" conduit
openings

MR-32
3 Gang
2" conduit
openings

MR-8 - 8 Gang
1" & 2" conduit
openings

